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Abstract
This paper describes the KLUEless system
which participated in the SemEval-2015 task
on “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter”. This year
the updated system based on the developments for the same task in 2014 (Evert et al.,
2014) and 2013 (Proisl et al., 2013) participated in all five subtasks. This paper gives an
overview of the core features extended by different additional features and parameters required for individual subtasks. Experiments
carried out after the evaluation period on the
test dataset 2015 with the gold standard available are integrated into each subtask to explain the submitted feature selection.
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Introduction

The SemEval-2015 shared task on “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter” (Rosenthal et al., 2015) is a rerun
of the shared task from SemEval-2014 (Rosenthal et
al., 2014) with three new subtasks. While subtasks
A and B were identical to the tasks of SemEval2014 and dealt with the identification of polarity in
a given message, subtask C, D and E were new. In
subtask C a topic was given, towards which the sentiment in a message had to be identified. Subtask D
was similar to subtask C, as the sentiment towards
a given topic had to be identified, but in this subtask
several messages were given from which the sentiment had to be drawn. Ultimately in subtask E, the
sentiment of a given word or phrase had to be measured on a score ranging from 0 to 1, indicating its
association with positive sentiment.
The training data for subtasks A and B are the
same as in SemEval-2014 (Rosenthal et al., 2014)

and SemEval-2013 (Nakov et al., 2013). For subtask
A, there are 9,505 training items with 6,769 items
in development set and 3,912 items in the test set.
For subtask B, there are 10,239 training items, 5,907
items in the development set and 3,861 in the test
set. For subtasks C and D we used the same training sets as for subtasks A and B. A pilot task E aimed
at evaluation of automatic methods of generating
sentiment lexica had no training set, a detailed approach used for this subtask will be given in Section
3.
This paper describes the updated system with our
efforts to improve it after the evaluation period. The
KLUEless system was ranked within the top 3 participants to subtasks A (rank 2 out of 11), C (rank
2 out of 7) and D (best result out of 6 teams). It
scored 5th place in subtask E (out of 10), but only
13th place in subtask B (out of 40 teams). In the following chapters, we will describe the way KLUEless
dealt with the tasks stated and our results for these
tasks.
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The KLUEless Approach

The KLUEless polarity classifier is an updated version of the SentiKLUE system used for the SemEval2014 shared task on “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter”
(Evert et al., 2014) which in its turn was based on
the KLUE system that participated in the SemEval2013 task for sentiment analysis of tweets (Proisl et
al., 2013). Maximum Entropy (known as Logistic
Regression in the implementations of the Python
library scikit-learn1 (Pedregosa et al., 2011)) is the
1
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probability model at the core of the machine learning algorithm used in the submission for all subtasks (A-D). The detailed overview of all features
used by the system is given in the previous papers.
This section is a brief summary of the old features
extended by the new set of features that the system
extracted from the training data for subtasks A, B,
C, and D. The old feature vectors taken by the system as input are:
1) the sum of positive and negative scores over
all words of each message as well as an average polarity score per tweet. The scores are taken from 8
different sentiment lexica (AFINN 2 , MPQA3 , SentiWords4 , Sentiment140 (both bigrams and unigrams)
5 , NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon (both bigrams
and unigrams) with numeric polarity scores extended with lists of distributionally similar words
based on the AFINN sentiment lexicon (Proisl et al.,
2013, Sec. 2.2).
2) counts of positive and negative emoticons
based on the list of 212 emoticons and 95 internet slang abbreviations from Wikipedia classified
manually as negative (-1), neutral (0) or positive (1)
(Proisl et al., 2013, Sec. 2.3).
3) a bag-of-words model with word n-grams (unigrams and bigrams) occurring in at least 2 different
messages for subtask A and in 3 different messages
for subtask B, C and D.
4) a negation heuristic inverting the polarity
score of the first sentiment word within 4 tokens
after a negation marker. In the bag-of-words representation the following 4 tokens after a negation
are prefixed with not .
The new feature set added to the old one encompasses the following new features:
5) a number of question marks in a message,
6) a number of exclamation marks,
7) a number of combinations of !?,
8) a number of letters in upper case,
9) presence or absence of elongated vowels occurring more than twice,
10) automatically generated lexica described in
Section 3 which were left out in the submission,
2
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though used in the development phase.
These features form the core system. The features
specific to subtasks A and B are described in their
corresponding subsections below.
DBpedia Spotlight Extension
We tried to improve tokenization by using DBpedia Spotlight6 (Daiber et al., 2013) for Named Entity Recognition (NRE). The idea was to annotate
tweet text with Spotlight and replace each entity
with its DBpedia URI. The approach was easily implemented but had a much smaller impact on the
final result than expected. Even the most effective
parameters yielded only a minor improvement to
the F-score.
With confidence and support values of 0 Spotlight annotates 7.3% of the tweets in the training set.
When using the values which resulted in the highest F-score, only 0.2% of the tweets are altered. This
explains why the results between NRE with high
confidence and support parameters and no NRE at
all barely differ.
The output heavily depends on the confidence
and support parameters and the quality of the input.
The parameters narrow down the resources DBpedia Spotlight returns. Proper spelling and capitalization are absolutely necessary for correct recognition of entities and concepts without context.
For example United States (without context) is
mapped to United States, but in United states the
United becomes Manchester United F.C. and states
is ignored. With united states as input DBpedia Spotlight likewise ignores states and returns
United and uniting churches for the first word.
Recognition with context, however, is usually much
better and Spotlight correctly maps many entities to
their respective DBpedia URIs, despite inconsistent
capitalization.
The confusion of misspelled words with obscure
entities is a frequent error. might not wana for instance is replaced with might not Wana, Pakistan;
instead of want to, wana is recognized as a location in Pakistan. With good spell correction Spotlight might work better, but that would be yet another difficult task and other potential sources of
improvement seemed more worthy of our atten6

http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/

tion. The small influence of Spotlight’s changes to
the tweets on the final result and the disappointing
quality of some replacements led us to abandon this
extension.
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Creating Sentiment Lexica

3.1

Subtask E

For Subtask E, we collected Twitter data for automatic annotation and subsequent score computation for individual target terms. A similar approach
was suggested last year (Kiritchenko et al., 2014).
Our tweet collection was built mostly by filtering
the English Twitter Streaming API for target terms
provided in the test data using a Python script based
on code from Russell (2014). The downloaded tweet
texts were stripped of retweet boilerplate and usernames and URLs were replaced with anonymous
placeholders. Redundant tweets and those containing no useful information (e.g. no English words)
were discarded, resulting in a total of about 6.5 million.
We used three sources to annotate our tweet
data. One was our main KLUEless system, assigning either positive, negative or neutral sentiment
to a tweet. The other two were manually annotated lists of 328 hashtags (manually selected and
re-annotated from a lexicon generated by Mohammad et al. (2013)) and 67 emoticons (manually selected from a list generated from wikipedia articles7,8 ). Tweets were tagged positive if they contained at least one positive and no negative hashtag
or emoticon respectively and vice versa.
Because annotation based on hashtags and
emoticons showed promising results on the test
data and because we wanted to rely as little as
possible on existing sentiment lexica that greatly
influence the annotations provided by our KLUEless system, we gave priority to hashtag and emoticon based sentiments in this order and fell back to
KLUEless annotations if either no other information
was available or the available information was conflicting. This overall sentiment annotation also allowed for tweets to be tagged as neutral as this was
a possible output from the KLUEless annotation.
7
8
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To counter data sparsity, a back-off approach relying on large scale word clusters based on twitter data (Owoputi et al., 2012) was introduced. The
frequency information of any target term occurring less often than the frequency threshold tf was
replaced by combined frequency information from
cluster members. In order to exclude marginal cluster members, only those members that together
made up a certain proportion tc of the original cluster data were used. So, if back-off was applied for
the term okayyy for example, and tc was set to 0.8,
the combined frequency information of the terms
ok, okay and alright, which are the three most frequent cluster members that make up 80% of all tokens in this cluster, would be used. We disabled
back-off for hashtags as the cluster data contained
a considerably big cluster with arbitrary hashtags
that would disrupt any positive effect of cluster
based back-off for these cases.
score =

fpos
fpos + fneg

(1)

Figure 1: Maximum likelihood scoring equation.

The final scores for the target terms were computed using a simplistic maximum likelihood estimate based on their occurrences in positive and
negative contexts (see Figure 1), ignoring information from tweets tagged as neutral. Multiple
occurrences of the same term within one tweet
were counted as one. Any terms that after cluster
back-off still had no frequency information available were assigned a default score of 0.5. More sophisticated scoring systems based on extensions to
this approach will be discussed in Section 9.
3.2

Lexica for Use with the KLUEless System

We applied a similar method for creating our own
sentiment lexica for use with our main system. We
used the same procedure described above for counting frequencies of uni- and bigrams in all data that
was collected for subtask E trial and test runs (approximately 13 million tweets). Since there were no
target terms for which cluster based back-off could
be applied we implemented a workaround in order
to still be able to remedy the effects of data sparsity.
By creating separate lexica for every application
of our KLUEless system, we were able to use the

trial and test data of any specific run as a target
for back-off, effectively using all words found in the
data of a given run as a list of target terms. This also
enabled us to filter out any terms that weren’t useful
for the specific run and create lexica that only contained relevant information. For missing unigrams,
we tried to find the most frequent term in its cluster that also occurred in our tweet data and adopted
its frequency data. For missing bigrams, we applied
a more complex approach as the cluster data didn’t
contain information about bigrams. We set an arbitrary threshold of 10, assuming that any bigram
occurring at least this frequently in the target data
would probably not be a spelling error. For bigrams
that occurred less often in the target data and not
at all in the data used for collecting our frequency
information we applied cluster back-off on a unigram level and tried to find a combination that also
occurred in our tweet data.
After this process of filtering and back-off, we
used the same simplistic scoring approach as before to generate separate uni- and bigram lexica for
each submission run of our KLUEless system, which
weren’t used in the end due to their unsatisfying effects on system performance.
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Task A: Contextual Polarity
Disambiguation

Using the core system described in Section 2, we
computed the features for the whole message and
received three features with probabilities of being
positive, negative and neutral for each complete
tweet. In order to adjust the classifier to message
parts, we added an additional feature to the core
system, character n-grams. 1 to 5 characters were
taken within word boundaries of a marked part
of a message if it occurred at least 20 times. Using the extended classifier we computed the new
set of features for marked parts of each message
and added previously assigned class probabilities to
feature vectors generated from corresponding full
messages. The KLUEless system received its core
feature vectors extended by n-grams and three class
probabilities as input and generated final polarity
labels to all marked parts of each message.
The specific features used improved the performance (see Table 1). Results for the submitted ver-

sion are typeset in italics, the best result is typeset
in bold.
features
SentiKLUE
KLUEless
+ n-grams1..5
+ lexicon2014B

Fpos Fneg Fneut Fw Fpos+neg Acc
.8740 .7874 .0303 .7939 .8307
.8186
.8814 .8080 .1513
.8829 .8155 .1513

.8126 .8451
.8160 .8492

.8289
.8321

Table 1: Evaluation results for subtask A on the test set
2015.

The character n-grams improved the overall
classifier performance for subtask A. The system
achieved rank 2 out of 11 systems (with F-score
84.51). Interestingly, using an automatically generated lexicon with tools developed for Task E for
the training data of SemEval 2014 (Task B) could
have improved the results, bringing our system to
the first place with F-score of 84.92 (best system:
84.79). As it was not evident on the development
data, we have not included this lexicon when submitting the results. Trying to use this lexicon for
other subtasks after the evaluation stage did not improve the scores. Therefore, it might be a coincidence.

5

Task B: Message Polarity
Classification

The system scored 13th out of 40 on subtask B with
F-score 61.20 (best system: 64.84). As in subtask A,
we used the basic feature set described in Section 2,
extended by task specific features. We extended the
initial bag-of-words model with trigrams occurring
in at least 3 different messages. The large character n-grams generated from characters inside word
boundaries only (padded with space on each side)
were added to the feature vectors. Using the extended set of features KLUEless generated final polarity labels for test messages.
Results for the submitted version are typeset in
italics, the best result is typeset in bold (see Table
2).
8 and 9 characters inside word boundaries improved the overall total score both on the development set and on the test set 2015. The same positive
influence was noticed for trigrams added to the bagof-words model.

features
Fpos
SentiKLUE
.6618
KLUEless
+ n-gram8..9
.6644
+ n-gram8..9 +
+ trigrams
.6674

Fneg Fneut Fw Fpos+neg Acc
.5348 .6731 .6471 .5983
.6448
.5533 .6777

.6529 .6089

.6506

.5566 .6792

.6554 .6120

.6531

Table 2: Evaluation results for subtask B on the test set
2015.

A Qualitative Approach to the Error Analysis
While our system performed extremely well on subtasks A, C and D, it only scored about average on
subtask B. We used a very similar approach on all
subtasks, so this result was unexpected. On the positive side, a large number of similar errors might
hint to possibilities for improvement of our system.
We therefore decided to perform a linguistic analysis on the sentences our system had tagged incorrectly in subtask B in order to find out which kinds
of linguistic structures our program does not handle
well in its current state.
In total, 829 tweets were tagged differently from
the gold standard. 200 of these were selected for
a closer analysis in order to get a good idea about
which kinds of messages our system handles differently from the gold standard. In a first step, each
message was annotated according to its attributes
in different categories. Besides the sentiment assigned by our system and the gold standard sentiment, we defined various categories that marked
the message’s linguistic characteristics. We then
examined the messages in each category in order
to determine possible opportunities for future improvement. A detailed discussion of the method and
the results of this analysis can be found in the following section.
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Task B: a Qualitative Approach

’Found Don’t Let The Sun Go Down On Me by Elton
John with #Shazam. Elton still the boss #eltonjohn’
While the truthfulness and subjective approvement
of this message might depend on a person’s taste
of music and on their attitude towards Elton John’s
songs in particular, it is obvious to a human that the
person who tweeted this message felt that the content of their message was positive. However, our
system assigned a negative sentiment value. Our
analysis is intended to explore the linguistic char-

acteristics of incorrectly tagged messages such as
the one shown above, and to determine typical error
sources which hopefully will lead to improvements
to our system.
6.1

Categories for Annotation

All of the 200 tweets that we examined were annotated in respect to their linguistic properties in the
following categories.
6.1.1

Misleading Names

We define misleading names as proper names
that should not be assigned a sentiment value, but
which contain words that are connotated positively
or negatively in different contexts. Examples of
this are American Horror Story, Great Britain or The
Killers. We expect that a name such as Great Britain
may wrongly be assigned a positive value due to the
meaning of the word great in other contexts. For the
same reason, we also conducted experiments with
named entity recognition, even though these have
not yet proved successful. If the qualitative analysis
indicates that misleading names actually contribute
to the incorrect assignment of sentiments, further
experiments with named entity recognition might
be beneficial to our system.
6.1.2

Topic

The overall topic of the message. The categories
assigned here are: customer complaint, social, TV
series, music, news, religion, politics, work, sports,
advertisement, VIPs and other. If a category only
appeared once or the topic was considered unclear,
’other’ was assigned. If certain topics dominate
the incorrectly tagged messages, our system might
be improved by implementing a method for word
sense disambiguation.
6.1.3

Exclamation Marks

Because exlamation marks are among the most
straightforward linguistic markers of emotions,
whether a message contains an exclamation is relevant to sentiment analysis. This is further supported by the fact that of the 35 messages containing an exlamation, only 4 are tagged neutral in the
gold standard. However, our system incorrectly
tagged 27 of these messages with a neutral sentiment. These messages may provide valuable infor-

mation about what kinds of emotional statements
our system does not recognize.

persons, places, products, songs, films, series etc.,
but do not include user names or hashtags.

6.1.4

6.2

Question Marks

Question marks can of course be used to ask actual questions intended to request information from
other persons. However, on a microblog like Twitter, many conversations are more one-sided than
conventional dialogues. Therefore, it can be expected that question marks often serve other purposes in this data, such as rhetorical questions or
emotional statements. Incorrectly tagged sentences
in this category may thus provide interesting information for the development of tools for sentiment
analysis.
6.1.5

Negated

In total, 28 sentences were negated in the sense
that they were treated by our negation heuristics. This category does not include other tweets
with negation particles which were not recognized
by our system. The intention was to determine
whether our system would benefit from a more
thorough treatment of negated sentences. The
tweets which demand attention are especially those
that have been tagged positive and should be negative according to the gold standard and vice versa.
6.1.6

Unusual Word Sense

Similarly to misleading names, this category determines whether the message contains words that
are used in a way that is different from the usual
context, which may have an effect on sentiment values. For instance, the word murder is clearly negative under usual circumstances, but if the message
is about a horror film, a strongly negative sentiment
value might not be adequate. This category was
used to treat only instances that were not already
examined in the misleading names category.
6.1.7

Figurative/Sarcasm

This category determines whether the message
contains metaphors or sarcasm and therefore may
have required a different treatment regarding sentiment scores.
6.1.8

Names

This category determines whether the message
contains names. We define names here as names of

Tendencies in the Data

6.2.1 By Topic
The largest category by far is sports with 57 messages, followed by TV series and music with 24 messages each. This means that more than half of all
analyzed tweets came from one of the three largest
categories.
6.2.2 Misleading Names
181 of the 200 messages contained proper nouns
of some sort. This lead us to believe that our system might be improved by named entity recognition, which was not the case. The manual analysis revealed that even though almost every message
contains a name, 36 messages in our sample contain
names that have a misleading sentiment attached to
them. Many sports messages, for instance, contain
team names such as Falcons or Bears. As such instances do not transport a clear sentiment, a simple
named entity handling that isolates proper nouns
and removes the sentiment score might not be sufficient as the only approach.
Furthermore, many abbreviated names such as
AHS would be difficult to recognize for such a system. As only about 20 percent of the names are
potentially misleading regarding word sense, but
around 90 percent of all messages in our sample
contained some kind of name, it is to be supposed
that the main issue with proper nouns does not lie
in the sentiment associated with the names in a different context. Instead, names that reference topics
such as sports imply large amounts of information
that consequently is not explicitly communicated
and therefore becomes more difficult to analyze for
our system. For instance, a human reading the message That monster in AHS was great will not associate the word monster with a negative sentiment
in this case, if they know or conclude that AHS is
the abbreviation for a TV series.
Concerning the misleading names, 18 of the 36
messages have been assigned a sentiment score that
matches the name, but not the message as a whole.
For example, many of the tweets about American
Horror Story were tagged as negative, which can be
explained by the conventional meaning of the word

’horror’. Messages whose incorrect tags can partly
be traced back to misleading names account for almost 10 percent of all analyzed tweets. Further experiments on named entity recognition could therefore be a source of significant improvement in the
future.

6.2.3

By Punctuation Marks

35 of 200 messages contained one or more exclamation marks. Our system falsely assigned neutral sentiment to 27 of them. Having examined the
messages’ content more closely, the most notable
result is that 15 of the messages are either advertisements or encouragements to attend some sort
of event, such as This Sunday NFL playoffs come and
watch your favorite NFL teams on 1 of our many HD
flat screen TV’s . Whether advertisements actually
carry a positive sentiment may be debatable, but as
we now know that the gold standard is positive in
these cases, it might be helpful to develop a method
to handle imperative phrases.
22 of 200 messages contained one or more question marks. As expected, most of the questions are
not actually intended to gain knowledge - only 4
questions of the type most frequent in everyday
conversation were contained in our sample. The
largest group of phrases containing question marks
were rhetorical questions, such as need a car?’ in
advertising or The Horn free day tomorrow. Is it possible?
The second most common group in the data were
’real’ questions in the sense that a reaction from another person was intended, but consisted of encouragements to engage in a social activity, rather than
requests for information, for instance Anyone want
to watch American Horror Story with me?
While the rhetorical questions were employed
in both positive and negative contexts and mostly
serve to emphasize emotional statements in one direction or the other, the questions in the context of
social activity are only present in overall positive
tweets. However, it might be difficult to gain relevant information from the question alone, as especially rhetorical questions can be difficult to interpret correctly even for humans.

6.2.4

By Negation

28 of 200 messages were treated by our negation
heuristics in total. Of these, only 10 messages were
assigned the reverse sentiment to the correct one
(pos-neg or neg-pos). Some of these tweets also
contained misleading words, as in Those miles are
killer arent they? haha I want to see Dracula Untold
and then Equalizer on Sunday., tagged negative by
our system, but positive by the gold standard. Our
treatment of negations does not appear to be the
largest issue in assigning sentiments to these types
of messages.
6.2.5

By Word Sense

56 of 200 messages contain one or more words
whose usage differs from the standard use which
determines the sentiment score in our lexica. 26 of
these 56 messages received a tag that corresponded
to the conventional sentiment of the word in question, which differed from the sentiment appropriate
for the tweet. For instance, This may seriously be
the scariest f** clown I’ve ever seen… @AHSFX Well
done, AHS, well done… was assigned a negative tag
instead of a positive one. This implies that our handling of context-based word sense disambiguation
might be a source of improvement in future development.
In 20 of 200 messages, a metaphor or sarcasm
was employed. These messages are considered especially challenging to handle, because the word
sense is misleading in these cases. As even humans
can experience difficulties understanding sarcasm,
handling sarcasm might overcomplicate the system,
and we have found that simple approaches work
best in most cases.
6.2.6

By Sentiment Bias

For the 200 messages that we analyzed in detail,
we compared the overall sentiment scores that our
system assigned to the gold standard. The results
can be seen in the following confusion matrix.
The largest group by far consists of messages that
have falsely been assigned neutral sentiment scores
instead of positive ones. Regarding the topics of
these false neutrals, the largest group is sports with
31 items, followed by advertisements and social with
10 items each. It is possible that this bias towards

GoldPos
SysPos SysNeut 91
SysNeg 21

GoldNeut
27
30

GoldNeg
9
22
-

Total
36
113
51

Table 3: Sentiment tags assigned by the KLUEless system
compared to gold standard.

neutral posts can be handled by laying more emphasis on topic based word sense disambiguation.
6.3

Conclusions

Of the categories we analyzed, the most significant
factor are proper nouns that reference topical information that subsequently is not explicitly mentioned in the text. Contrary to our experiments with
named entity recognition which we dismissed in
the development process, it does not suffice to simply replace the name with a ’name’ tag, which then
is assigned a score of 0. The reason is that important
topical information is contained in many names.
This is an issue that should be handled more elaborately in the future. A variety of linguistic phenomena has been examined, and most of them can
serve to provide useful information about context
and sentiment.
However, some messages have been challenging
to understand even for humans – messages ripped
out of their context do not always make a lot of
sense. Or as a Twitter user puts it: Cute animal?
We hired the clickbait to work for us directly? Are you
bringing Jennifer Lawrence in tomorrow? (KLUEless:
neutral / Gold: positive).
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Task C: Topic-Based Polarity
Classification

For subtask C we used exactly the same approach
as for subtask B. Therefore, we have ignored topics
towards which sentiments were to be identified and
assigned polarity labels generated by KLUEless to
the full messages. Nevertheless, the system ranked
2 out of 7 teams with F-score 45.48 (best system:
50.51). The assigned labels were projected onto the
list of test topics. The feature set for this subtask
was extended as described in Section 6 since it is the
best found configuration. For messages where both
a positive and negative sentiment towards the topic
are expressed, the stronger sentiment is chosen by

the classifier.
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Task D: Detecting Trends on a Topic

The objective was to determine a dominant sentiment towards a target topic. Feature vectors based
on the values listed in Section 2 were extracted from
the 2,383 test sentences and processed by KLUEless.
The classifier assigned numeric values in the range
from 0 to 1, which corresponds to the probability of
being positive, negative and neutral to each tweet.
For each tweet the highest score was selected and
its value was added to the total score of positive,
negative or neutral values assigned to the tweets of
the same topic. These triples were used to calculate
the correlation between positive scores and the sum
of positive and negative ones for each topic.
In the submitted version we made use of neutral
values as well and ended up with the following formula for the sentiment score of a topic:
score =

topicpos + topicneut ∗ A/2
topicpos + topicneut ∗ A + topicneg

(2)

Figure 2: Sentiment score calculation.

where topicpos is the sum of all positive values of
tweets on the same topic for which the highest
value was positive. The same idea was used for
topicneut and topicneg . The factor A is a numeric
value added to incorporate neutral tweets into the
ratio of positive values to [positive + negative] values of tweets. This is the system we submitted with
factor A set to 0.2 defined on experiments for the
training data. The system performed best of all and
achieved the 1st place out of 6 on the task.
After the evaluation stage, we tried to improve
the performance and test the same approach with
different parameters for factor A as well as without
any factor at all, using the test data with their gold
standard set. The result for the submitted system is
typeset in italics, the best result is in bold font in
Table 4.
A = 0.0 A = 0.01 A = 0.1 A = 0.2 A = 0.8
0.1926 0.1924 0.1954 0.2017 0.2320

Table 4: Average absolute difference depending on factor
A on the test set 2015.
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Task E: Association of Terms with
Positive Sentiment

For automatically annotating the terms found in the
test data for subtask E, we followed the method described in section 3 and set tc to 0.8 and tf to 0, effectively applying back-off only for terms that didn’t
occur in our data at all. We did not disable back-off
for hash-tag terms as has been noted in the earlier
section, a change which should have had little impact on the resulting score, as our submission relied on cluster information for only seven items in
the target terms, only one of which was a hashtag.
Our results were ranked 5th out of 10 participants
for task 10 subtask E with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.766, which was to be expected
on the basis of very similar results on the trial data
with the same setup.
In the following, the effect of the applied back-off
method based on clustering, the individual effects of
its two parameters tc and tf as well as some experimental extensions for improving our score shall be
discussed. Back-off for hashtag terms was disabled
for all subsequent experiments.
tf
0
20
100
200
500

Spearman Correlation
tc = 0.8 tc = 0.6 tc = 0.4
0.767
0.767
0.767
0.766
0.767
0.767
0.765
0.765
0.766
0.751
0.751
0.752
0.742
0.742
0.742
0.722
0.722
0.720

Table 5: Results for different settings for frequency and
cluster threshold parameters (tf : frequency threshold
for back-off, tc : cluster proportion threshold).

9.1

Cluster Parameters

The first set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the effect of the two clustering parameters,
the cluster proportion threshold tc , which determines the proportion of cluster members that is
used for collecting cluster information during frequency counting, and the frequency threshold tf ,
which determines the maximum frequency of terms
in our data to be affected by back-off.
The results in Table 5 show that, first of all, tc
seems to have only minimal effect on the final correlation score. This suggests that either a very small

number of cluster members make up most of each
cluster, minimizing the effect of different cut-off
points, or that the clusters are in fact very homogeneous in their structure, at least for the majority
of each cluster’s members, resulting in similar frequency proportions for most of their members.
The second finding was that as more terms are
affected by back-off with higher values for tf , the
score seems to get progressively worse. This is a
somewhat unexpected result, as we were able to
achieve some gains by using a frequency threshold of 100 on the trial data (after the deadline for
subtask E), but is most likely due to the fact that
our two tweet corpora are approximately the same
size for both trial and test data, albeit the considerable difference in the number of target terms. The
obvious consequence is data sparsity, resulting in
much more terms being affected by back-off using
the same threshold in the test run as compared to
the trial run.
9.2

Extensions

A second set of experiments was based on three extensions to our basic approach. The first consists of
add-λ smoothing, which adds a given number λ to
all frequency counts, eliminating zero frequencies
and generally smoothing frequency counts. Another extension was the inclusion of a method for
bias correction. This means we assumed that the
population contains a certain proportion b of positive tweets and adjusted the frequency counts obtained through our balanced sample to those expected under this bias assumption (the default assumption, where no correction is applied being of
course 50%). The last extension was to adjust our
frequency proportions by computing binomial confidence intervals for a set confidence level c and replacing the actual proportions by conservative estimates (the lower end of the confidence interval for
proportions over 50% and the upper end for those
below). This results in an overall correction towards
a balanced proportion and consequently in scores
closer to the neutral 50% mark.
As general experiments with these extensions
confirmed our findings of higher frequency thresholds for clustering worsening results, and cluster
thresholds being of small importance, the systematic experiments discussed in the following were

conducted with tf set to zero, effectively applying
back-off only for terms that didn’t occur at all in
our data and tc set to 0.8, which is a configuration consistent with the settings used for submission. Experimenting with the proposed extensions
led to rather discouraging results and a maximum
improvement of 1.0% for the Spearman correlation
score.
Spearman Correlation
λ=0
λ=1
0.763
0.768
0.766
0.768
0.768
0.768
0.767
0.768
0.762
0.768

b
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Table 6: Results for different bias correction settings (b:
assumed proportion of positive tweets in population).

Applying bias correction only led to a marginal
improvement of 0.2% when b was set to 40%, addone smoothing seemed to offset the negative effect
of different proportion assumptions (see Table 6).
b
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

c
0.1
0.2
0.3

Spearman Correlation
λ=0
λ=1
0.768
0.768
0.768
0.758
0.766
0.756
0.763
0.753

Table 7: Results for conservative estimates using different confidence levels (b: assumed proportion of positive
tweets in population, c: confidence level for conservative
estimates).

Keeping bias correction at this setting and including conservative estimates based on confidence
intervals had consistently negative effects, which
were increased by add-one smoothing and minimized by a very low confidence level c of 0.1 (see
Table 7).
Surprisingly, another experiment including conservative estimates for this confidence level and different bias correction settings achieved an optimal
result of 77.6% correlation with add-one smoothing
and an assumed population proportion b of 0.1 positive tweets (see Table 8), which is of course a highly
unlikely assumption.
The results of all performed experiments seem to
indicate that, while add-one smoothing and the pro-

b
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.1

c
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Spearman Correlation
λ=0
λ=1
0.768
0.768
0.752
0.743
0.775
0.767
0.773
0.773
0.760
0.776

Table 8: Results for conservative estimates using different bias correction settings (b: assumed proportion of
positive tweets in population, c: confidence level for conservative estimates).

posed method of bias correction may provide opportunity for optimization, adjusting proportions
with regard to conservative estimates using binomial confidence intervals seems to only show positive effects in combination with the other extensions. Intuition and the fact that these effects
proved to be rather arbitrary suggest that no predictable effects seem possible and this third extension could only lead to a score improvement because of strong overtraining. The proposed back-off
approach using cluster information has been shown
to have exclusively negative effects, even when applied only to terms that didn’t occur in our data at
all. This can of course be said to be a matter of luck,
depending on how close the gold standard labels for
such terms are to a given default score that is assigned instead of the result of cluster based back-off.
Further experiments should be conducted to evaluate whether this approach can be beneficial when
applied to scores that are based on a larger data set.
9.3

Data Sparsity

As has been noted in Section 9.1, data sparsity may
be a significant factor in our somewhat disappointing results in Subtask E. Therefore, experiments applying our approach to a larger sample of tweets
were conducted. After further tweet collection, our
data contained 31.5 million tweets, in which the initially collected 6.5 million used for submission are
already included.
To show the general effect of the larger sample
size and to confirm our expectations of the low
effectiveness of our cluster based smoothing approach being largely due to data sparsity, the first
round of experiments was aimed at comparing the
influence of the two clustering parameters tc and tf

on the results for our new data.
tf
0
20
100
200
500

Spearman Correlation
tc = 0.8 tc = 0.6 tc = 0.4
0.7957
0.7957
0.7957
0.7956
0.7956
0.7956
0.7990
0.7992
0.7990
0.7957
0.7958
0.7960
0.7911
0.7910
0.7914
0.7808
0.7809
0.7811

bias correction and add-one smoothing showed that
these two extensions still have only marginal effect
on the outcome. This was to be expected as add-one
smoothing naturally cannot strongly influence data
that is sufficiently large and whose least frequent
items have already been smoothed using back-off.
b
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Table 9: Results for different settings for frequency and
cluster threshold parameters with larger sample (tf :
frequency threshold for back-off, tc cluster proportion
threshold).

The results in Table 9 show a considerable
general increase in correlation, with scores only
slightly below 80%. It is apparent that unlike with
our original sample, cluster based smoothing does
indeed seem to contribute to the scores, achieving
best results with tf set to 20. Nonetheless, the overall effect of smoothing appears to be minimal for
tf ≤ 200 as can be expected from experiments
with large sample sizes as less items are affected
by back-off. The effect of tc seems to have declined
further, which confirms the expectations outlined
in Section 9.1. Although optimal results could be
obtained by conducting further experiments with
0 ≤ tf ≤ 100, such results would be based on overtraining to the specific terms that are targeted and
it can be concluded that our proposed method of
cluster based back-off generally does seem to enable
some improvements when applied conservatively.
The following experiments were conducted to
test the extensions proposed in Section 9.2 on
our new data and all use frequency information
smoothed with tf = 20 and tc = 0.6.
b
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Spearman Correlation
λ=0
λ=1
0.7991
0.7991
0.7993
0.7990
0.7992
0.7991
0.7987
0.7991
0.7967
0.7991
0.7926
0.7991

Table 10: Results for different bias correction settings
with larger sample (b: assumed proportion of positive
tweets in population).

As can be seen in Table 10, experiments regarding

c
0.1
0.2
0.3

Spearman Correlation
λ=0
λ=1
0.7992
0.7991
0.7957
0.7912
0.7931
0.7884
0.7902
0.7854

Table 11: Results for conservative estimates using different confidence levels with larger sample (b: assumed
proportion of positive tweets in population, c: confidence level for conservative estimates).

The third and last proposed extension that consists of replacing the found proportions by conservative estimates using binomial confidence intervals had only little impact on the results as well (see
Table 11), which reflects the findings from experiments with the smaller sample in Section 9.2. What
initially seems to stand out is the fact that the margin of difference to the results that don’t use conservative estimates seems to be larger than that of said
earlier experiments. Confidence intervals should
decrease with increasing sample size, reducing the
effect of conservative estimates based on them. This
apparent inconsistency can probably be seen as a
random variation due to the relatively small differences that are the subject of this discussion.
In conclusion, the experiments conducted with
a larger set of tweets mostly confirmed the findings discussed in the preceding sections. Data sparsity has emerged as the most important problem for
our approach and all proposed extensions except
conservative estimates based on confidence intervals have been proven to be moderately successful
in counteracting this phenomenon with the logical consequence of becoming increasingly obsolete
as data sparsity is decreased through larger sample
size.
9.4

Further Development

The KLUEless approach to semantic scoring of individual words seems to be limited mainly by data
sparsity and the quality of the annotations provided

by our main system. Potential areas of interest for
future development are experiments measuring the
effect of sample size in more detail, optimizing the
annotation strategy as well as finding a way to maximize the amount of information extracted from the
available tweet data by also incorporating information from tweets tagged as neutral.
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Conclusion

The methods discussed in this paper are suited to
the polarity classification in Twitter, our system
ranking among the top systems for 3 out of 5 subtasks. In the future, we would like to experiment
with new features for message polarity classification that can improve the prediction quality. We
would also like to experiment with automatically
generated lexica for new domains. Overall it can
be assumed that our approach to determining association of terms with positive sentiment was most
likely limited by data sparsity due to insufficient
tweet data for our frequency counts.
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